
 

Firefighter Accountability 

1. Purpose: 

 1.  To account for all Firefighters, at any given time, at an incident. 

 2.  To conform to NFPA guidelines 1500 and 1561. 

 3.  To conform to NJ Personal Accountability System (NJPAS) under N.J.A.C   
      5:75 

2. Scope: 

All current and prospective members within the Fire District. 

3. Prerequisites: 

Identified in each section. 

4. Responsibilities: 
 

 The first arriving officer on the scene shall be responsible for the implementation of 
the Firefighter Accountability system. If no officer is present, the firefighter acting in 
the officer’s position of the first arriving apparatus will initiate accountability. 
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5. Procedure: 
  
 I. At each incident, the Incident Commander shall designate a personnel 

accountability officer. The personnel accountability officer shall be 
responsible for ensuring that all personnel are accounted for. The 
personnel accountability officer may serve other functions at an incident 
scene if he or she is able to safely perform the accountability function. At 
minor incidents, the Incident Commander may retain this function as he or 
she sees fit. 

  
    A. Accountability tags 
 

    1. Each active firefighter, in the district, will be issued two (2) 
     accountability tags, provided by the office of Fire Safety. The 
     tags will display the firefighter’s name, station number, and 
     include a photograph of the firefighter. The tags will be 
     provided with a ring and hook to provide a means of   
     attaching them to the turnout gear.  

    2. Upon entering the apparatus, one accountability tag, from 
     each firefighter, will be given to the officer or placed in a 
     designated location within the cab of the apparatus. The 
     officer (or firefighter acting as the officer) will connect   
     all tags to the apparatus identification tag and maintain 

control of the      tags during the incident. 

     3.  Firefighters arriving on scene in personal vehicles will report  
      to the Manpower Pool for assignment, or if manpower pool is 
      not established, report to Incident Commander.  
      FIREFIGHTERS DO NOT FREELANCE! 
 
   4.  If the apparatus driver is to become part of a working crew, 

 the driver has the responsibility of delivering the 
 accountability tags to the Incident commander or 
 Accountability officer. 

    

 

     B. Point of Entry Control 

 

      1. Prior to firefighters entering the "Hot Zone" the IC or division  
      supervisor will establish an accountability checkpoint by  
      using the accountability cone. 

      a. In the case of a large incident, where more than one 
       check point is required, each division supervisor will  
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       be responsible for maintaining accountability of the  
       units operating within their division  

      2. Crews will be formed with a minimum of two (2) firefighters 
      and follow two in two out protocol when working in a IDLH 
      environment. Accountability tags will be clipped together to 
      identify firefighters in that crew. These crews will remain 
      together while in the Hot Zone. 

     3. Upon exiting the Hot Zone, the crew will report to their  
      original entry point (division supervisor) to pick up their  
      accountability tags. If crews get separated, all crewmembers 
      must report to the original point of entry. 

 

     C. Personal Accountability Report (P.A.R.) 

  

      1.  To verify Accountability on the fire ground the Incident  
      Commander or Accountability officer (upon request of the  
      IC) will call for P.A.R. 

      2.  A roll call will take place in which every crew leader in the 
      Hot Zone on scene will verify everyone in his or her crew is  
      visually accounted for. 

      3.  A P.A.R. will be required for the following situations: 

       a.  Any report of a missing or trapped firefighter. 

       b.   Any change from offensive to defensive attack. 

       c.  Any sudden Hazardous event such as, Flashover, 
       Backdraft, Collapse, Etc. 

       d.  At 30 minute elapsed time or report of fire under 
        control. 

      

      4.  In the event of an Emergency Evacuation, all firefighters 
      shall retrieve their accountability tags from the accountability 
      check points, and a P.A.R. of the entire fire ground will be 
      conducted.  

      5. At larger scale events, PAR checks can occupy a significant  
      amount of air time. To plan for the possibility of impending  
      important messages being delivered to the IC, an alternate  
      channel should be determined for urgent or timely messages 
      during the PAR. When preparing to conduct PAR, the IC  
      shall announce: 

        “All companies on the fire ground, stand by for PAR- 
       any urgent message shall be transmitted on   
       channel____”      
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      6. A proper PAR report  will be as follows: 

       “Engine XX, PAR 4 of 4” indicates all members accounted  
       for.         
          -or- 

       “Engine XX, PAR 3 of 4” indicates a member is not in   
        contact with the officer and is either missing or assigned  
        elsewhere.      

 

     D. Lost / Missing Firefighter 

      1.  An absent member of any crew will automatically be  
      assumed lost or trapped in the Hot Zone until otherwise 
      determined safe. 

      2.  Command must initiate an immediate roll call P.A.R. of all  
      crews assigned in the Hot Zone. 

      3.  The missing firefighter will have their name announced over 
      the radio and will be told to report to Incident Command 
      Post. This can be done in person or by radio. 

      4.  In the event contact cannot be made with the firefighter, the 
      R.I.T. team will be activated and sent to the last known 
      location of the missing firefighter. 

 

     E. Incident Time Keeping 

      1. At time sensitive incidents (ex. working fires) Somerset  
      County Communications will advise the incident   
      commander every 20 minutes of the elapsed time   
      from dispatch on scene.      
  

      2. The incident commander will re-evaluate the operations  
      at these intervals and determine if a tactical change is  
      required. A radio update on the incident’s progress shall  
      be provided  by the IC. 

      3.  Incident time keeping will continue until the incident   
      commander requests the discontinuation of time   
      keeping 

    

     F. Evacuation signal 

      1. When the risk posed to firefighters is so great that an   
      incident commander or his or her designee must order  
      an evacuation from a hazardous area, a uniform   
      procedure and accompanying audible signal    
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      recognizable by all personnel operating on an incident  
      scene shall be utilized. 

      2. The evacuation signal shall consist of three repeated   
      short blasts of an air horn for a period no longer than 10  
      seconds, followed by 10 seconds of silence. This   
      sequence of repeated short air horn blasts for 10   
      seconds followed by a 10-second period of silence shall  
      be done three times; the total evacuation signal,   
      including periods of silence, shall last approximately 50  
      seconds or until ordered by the incident commander. 

      3. Whenever an emergency evacuation signal is being   
      sounded, there shall also be a radio message    
      transmitted from Somerset County Communications   
      announcing the evacuation order. To the extent   
      possible, the radio message should be coordinated with  
      the sounding of the evacuation signal to insure the radio  
      messages are heard. 

 

     E. Terminating the Accountability System 

      1.  Upon termination or release from the incident, drivers and 
      officers will ensure that the accountability tags are returned 
      to the firefighters. 


